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On	November	20,	2014,	President	Obama	announced	the	“end”	of	the	much	reviled	
Secure	Communities	(SComm)	program.		In	its	place,	DHS	created	the	“Priority	
Enforcement	Program”	or	PEP.			PEP	works	exactly	the	same	way	as	Secure	
Communities.		It	tracks	fingerprints	and	helps	ICE	agents	issue	detainers	and	retrieve	
people	from	local	jails.			This	advisory	explains	the	PEP	forms	and	operations.	

LIFE	UNDER	“PEP‐COMM”	

The	basic	mechanisms	of	Secure	Communities	remain	in	place	under	PEP.		When	a	person	is	
arrested,	the	police	take	their	fingerprints.		All	fingerprints	taken	by	police	are	sent	to	ICE	to	check	
against	immigration	databases,	and	the	local	ICE	office	is	notified	if	there	is	a	match.		If	ICE	wants	to	take	
action	against	the	arrested	person,	ICE	issues	a	custody	request,	aka	detainer,	to	the	local	jail.		A	custody	
request	may	ask	the	jail	to	let	ICE	know	when	the	person	will	be	released	(called	a	“notification	
request”).		It	may	also	request	the	jail	to	hold	the	person	for	extra	time	to	allow	ICE	to	come	get	them	
(called	an	“ICE	hold”).		This	is	exactly	the	same	in	PEP	as	in	S‐Comm.	
	
Remember	that	SComm/PEP	is	NOT	the	only	avenue	for	ICE	to	issue	requests	to	local	agencies.		
See	www.ilrc.org/enforcement	to	learn	about	other	ICE	enforcement	programs.	

	
	
	
	

1.	NEW	ICE	DETAINER	FORMS	
	
ICE	has	rearranged	their	ICE	hold	form	into	three	forms:	a	notification	request,	a	hold	request,	and	a	
catchall	request.		(The	old	detainer	asked	for	both	notification	of	release	and	to	hold	the	person	for	
transfer	to	ICE.		Now	that	has	been	divided	into	two	forms,	plus	a	third	‘catchall’	form.)			
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	

What	has	changed?	

	

I‐247D 															

ICE	
IMMIGRATION	

HOLD	
REQUEST	
~~~~

	

I‐247N																

ICE	
REQUEST	FOR	
NOTIFICATION	
OF	RELEASE	
~~~~	

	

I‐247X 												
ICE	

CATCHALL	
CUSTODY	
REQUEST	
~~~~

	

I‐247																	ICE	
IMMIGRATION	
DETAINER	
~~~~	

(a.k.a.	ICE	hold)	
	

1. Notify	ICE	of	this	
person’s	release	date	

2. Hold	for	48	hours	for	
ICE	to	take	custody						

	~~~	

These	are	all	ICE	
Detainers.	
	
All	these	forms	
have	the	same	
function:	to	help	
ICE	apprehend	
someone	from	
local	jail.	
	
We	also	call	them	
ICE	Custody	
Requests,	or	PEP	
Custody	Requests.	
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Communities	need	to	monitor	their	local	jails	to	track	when	ICE	is	really	
issuing	detainers	and	notification	requests,	and	demand	that	ICE	be	
accountable.		It	is	up	to	organizers	and	communities	to	remain	vigilant	and	
to	record	what	they	are	seeing.		PEP	has	been	designed	to	make	this	
monitoring	harder	for	you.			

All	these	PEP	forms	help	ICE	apprehend	someone	from	local	jail,	
just	like	SComm.	

	
With	ICE	hold	requests,	the	jail	detains	a	person	longer	to	be	able	to	hand	them	directly	over	
to	ICE	agents.		With	ICE	notification	requests,	ICE	agents	plan	to	arrive	at	the	jail	right	at	the	
moment	when	the	person	is	scheduled	to	be	released,	so	they	will	be	transferred	to	ICE	right	at	
that	time.		The	catchall	request	may	serve	to	do	either	function,	but	provides	options	for	ICE	to	
ignore	the	new	enforcement	priorities.			

 
 

2. ENFORCEMENT	PRIORITIES		
	
ICE	claims	that	ICE	holds	and	requests	for	notification	will	only	be	for	those	who	fall	within	certain	
enforcement	priorities: 	

	
All	but	two	of	these	priorities	require	the	person	to	be	convicted	of	a	crime,	not	just	facing	charges.		
Advocates	should	fight	to	make	ICE	lift	detainers	that	don’t	follow	their	own	priorities,	including	when	
ICE	puts	detainers	on	people	who	have	only	been	arrested	or	charged	with	a	crime.		However,	ICE	often	
uses	the	catchall	I‐247X	to	put	detainers	on	people	charged	with	a	crime,	but	who	have	not	been	
convicted,	as	well	as	other	non‐priority	immigrants.		They	call	it	a	“federal	interest	exception.”			

			

• gang	members
• one	felony	conviction
• one	aggravated	felony	conviction	(defined	under	immigration	law)
• suspected	of	terrorism,	espionage,	or	threat	to	national	security

PRIORITY 1

• Significant	misdemeanor	convictions:
• DUI	‐ driving	under	the	influence	of	alcohol	or	drugs
• Domestic	violence
• Gun‐related
• Drug	sale
• Sexual	abuse
• Burglary	(unlawful	entry	of	a	building	+	theft)
• Any	other	conviction	if	sentenced	to	90	days	or	more	in	jail

• Three	or	more	misdemeanor	convictions	of	any	kind,	except	
minor	traffic	offenses	or	juvenile	offenses

PRIORITY 2

We	do	not	have	to	
accept	ICE’s	
enforcement	
priorities.			
We	can	fight	to	keep	
our	communities	
and	families	
together	and	insist	
that	ICE	respect	the	
dignity	and	
humanity	of	all	
immigrants.	
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At	the	heart	of	ICE’s	cooperation	with	local	law	
enforcement	is	communication	and	information	sharing.	

ICE	will	continue	involvement	with	local	jails	through	PEP	fingerprint	sharing	and	
programs	like	the	Criminal	Alien	Program	(CAP)	and	287(g).		All	these	jail‐related	
programs	help	ICE	gather	information,	track,	and	apprehend	more	immigrants.			

	
	
	
	

1. LEGALITY	OF	ICE	DETAINERS	
	
The	law	hasn’t	changed	on	ICE	detainers,	just	the	form.		Federal	courts	have	found	that	holding	
someone	on	a	detainer	is	an	arrest	that	violates	the	Fourth	Amendment,	and	it	is	unlikely	that	
changes	to	the	form	will	have	a	significant	effect	on	the	constitutional	issues.		But	since	ICE	is	still	
trying	to	co‐opt	local	law	enforcement	into	identifying	and	detaining	immigrants	for	them,	local	
policies	against	ICE	detainers	and	notifications	are	still	very	important.	

	
2. INFORMATION	SHARING	

	
SComm	=	PEP.		S‐Comm	was	dismantled	in	name,	but	in	fact	it	continues	in	practice	as	“PEP.”		
The	FBI	will	continue	sharing	fingerprints	with	the	Department	of	Homeland	Security	so	that	ICE	
can	still	detect	immigrants	in	local	and	state	law	enforcement	custody.		This	facilitates	ICE’s	ability	
to	issue	detainer	requests	or	notification	requests	–	and	it	triggers	ICE’s	attention	at	the	moment	of	
arrest.		ICE	has	not	changed	any	of	SComm’s	architecture.	

	
Cooperation	with	local	law	enforcement:	ICE	will	continue	tracking	immigrants	through	PEP	and	
through	all	its	formal	and	information	relations	with	local	law	enforcement.		

	
Criminal	Alien	Program:	ICE’s	bedrock	program,	the	Criminal	Alien	Program	(CAP),	shows	no	signs	of	
slowing	down.		Through	CAP,	ICE	agents	get	access	to	local	jail	databases,	interview	local	inmates	about	
their	citizenship,	receive	daily	updates	from	local	jails,	and	have	many	other	types	of	formal	and	
informal	collaboration.		ICE	receives	data	on	who	has	been	booked	into	jail,	whether	they	were	born	
outside	the	U.S.,	when	their	anticipated	release	date	will	be,	and	other	information	about	their	case.	PEP,	
CAP,	and	all	these	programs	help	ICE	gather	information	and	apprehend	more	immigrants.		
	
ICE	will	still	be	using	local	jails	as	a	dragnet.		Even	as	they	claim	to	be	reforming	things	with	PEP,	ICE	
is	reaching	out	to	local	law	enforcement	agencies	across	the	country	to	rebuild	and	expand	their	
relations.		ICE	is	already	using	PEP	to	station	more	agents	in	local	jails	and	to	increase	communication	
and	information	sharing	between	local	jails	and	ICE	field	offices.						
	

	
	
	
	
	

What	has	NOT	changed?	

When	ICE	is	in	the	jail	already,	they	don’t	need	a	
detainer	or	notification	of	release.
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Local	ICE	hold	policies	still	matter!	
ICE	will	continue	to	use	hold	requests	to	ask	local	jail	to	detain	people	for	ICE	to	pick	up.	
Local	ICE	hold	laws	will	still	affect	when	a	jail	may	hold	someone	for	ICE.		We	need	to	
strengthen	these	local	policies	to	adapt	to	ICE’s	changing	practices.		
Limiting	ICE	access	to	inmates	and	other	information	sharing	will	become	more	
important	to	limit	deportations.	

PEP	is	not	new,	it’s	more	of	the	same.		PEP	represents	cosmetic	changes	to	
detainer	forms	and	yet	another	revised	list	of	enforcement	priorities,	in	an	
increasingly	long	line	of	ignored	priorities	lists.		PEP	merely	continues	ICE’s	
efforts	to	entwine	immigration	enforcement	with	local	policing,	at	the	expense	of	
immigrant	communities.				

	
	
	
	
	

3. ICE	IS	A	ROGUE	AGENCY	
	
ICE	is	a	rogue	agency	that	does	not	follow	its	own	policies.		ICE	agents	are	happy	to	ignore	the	
constitution	and	leave	local	law	enforcement	to	take	responsibility.			
	
Where	communities	have	refused	to	hold	people,	ICE	is	asking	for	limited	agreements	just	to	get	those	
jurisdictions	back	under	their	thumb.		But	there	is	no	accountability	by	DHS	to	limit	what	ICE	field	
offices	will	try	to	get	from	local	law	enforcement.		ICE	will	continue	to	use	any	means	to	track	people	
down	and	detain	them.		It	is	up	to	communities	to	stand	against	ICE	infiltration	of	the	criminal	justice	
system.	

	
4. MASS	INCARCERATION	AND	MASS	DEPORTATION		
	

Communities	of	color	are	disproportionately	targeted	by	law	enforcement.		ICE’s	local	enforcement	
efforts	continue	to	intensify	this	dynamic,	as	poor	and	brown	communities	are	funneled	from	an	unjust	
criminal	justice	system	into	an	immigration	deportation	system	that	lacks	even	the	most	basic	due	
process	protections.	Immigrant	communities	of	color	are	targeted	two‐fold;	based	on	race	and	
immigration	status.		Over	and	over,	the	government’s	first	response	to	dealing	with	people	of	color	is	
through	incarceration.		ICE	detention	and	collaboration	with	local	jails	only	makes	it	harder	for	people	
to	escape	the	system.	

	
	
	
	
	
		
	
 

What	else	has	NOT	changed?	
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Missing:	
1. No	requirement	to	tell	the	detainee	that	there	is	a	notification	request	from	ICE	placed	on	them.		The	person	will	have	no	

way	of	knowing	that	there	is	a	notification	request	on	them	or	what	it	says.	
2. No	process	for	the	subject	of	the	request	to	contest	the	information	or	allegations	made	on	the	form.	

These	are	the	
PEP	priorities	
(mostly	the	
same	as	the	
overall		
enforcement	
priorities,	but	
focused	on	
those	who	are	
most	likely	to	
be	in	local	
custody)	

PEP	NOTIFICATION FORM – I‐247N	

It’s	not	clear	
what	evidence	
ICE	will	use	to	
determine	this	
or	whether	
there	is	any	
check	on	if	it	is	
correct.	

ICE	says	this
form	should	
not	affect	bail	
or	other	
custody	
decisions.		In	
practice,	
however,	
courts	and	jails	
use	detainers	
against	people.	

No	request	for	
delivery	to	
detainee.		It	
appears	that	ICE	
hopes	to	issue	
notification	
forms	without	
accountability	to	
those	affected.			

This	form	
requests	notice	
for	ICE	as	far	
before	release	
as	possible.	
	
This	form	does	
not	request	
extra	detention,	
but	ICE	may	also	
issue	a	hold	
request	on	the	
same	person	at	
any	time.	
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Missing:	
1. The	PEP	memo	requires	“special	circumstances”	to	issue	a	detainer.		But	this	form	does	not	describe	any	special	circumstances.	
2. By	statute,	ICE	can	only	make	a	warrantless	arrest	(which	is	caused	by	a	detainer)	of	someone	who	is	likely	to	escape	before	a	

warrant	can	be	obtained.		However	this	form	does	not	indicate	anything	about	likelihood	of	escape.	

PEP	HOLD	REQUEST FORM – I‐247D	

ICE	cannot	
compel	the	local	
agency	to	
complete	this	
section	or	return	
it	to	ICE.		But	
many	police	and	
sheriffs	will	
comply	unless	
there	is	a	specific	
policy	enacted	
against	it.	

ICE	says	this	
form	should	not	
affect	bail	or	
other	custody	
decisions.		In	
practice,	
however,	courts	
and	jails	often	
use	detainers	
against	people.	

These	are	the	
PEP	priorities	
(mostly	the	
same	as	the	
overall		
enforcement	
priorities,	but	
focused	on	
those	who	are	
most	likely	to	
be	in	local	
custody)	

ICE	asserts	they	
have	probable	
cause,	but	there	is	
no	review	by	a	
judge	or	neutral	
magistrate	as	
required	by	the	
4th	Amendment.	

New:	“This	
request	takes	
effect	only	if	you	
serve	a	copy	of	
this	form	on	the	
subject	and	does	
not	request	that	
you	hold	the	
subject	beyond	48	
hours.”	

It’s	not	clear	
what	evidence	
ICE	will	use	to	
get	this	
information	or	
whether	there	is	
any	check	on	if	it	
is	correct.	

These	are	
basically	what	
ICE	does	now	if	
they	are	
investigating	
someone,	but	
they	are	not	
specific	facts	
amounting	to	
probable	cause.	

Requests	the	
local	agency	to	
sign	that	the	
detainer	was	
served	on	the	
detainee.		
However	it	is	not	
clear	what	ICE	
will	do	if	this	
notice	is	not	
provided	to	the	
detainee.	
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These	are	the	
Enforcement	
Priorities	that	
were	
specifically	
EXCLUDED	
from	PEP	and	
should	not	get	
detainers.	

Missing:	
1. The	PEP	memo	requires	“special	circumstances”	to	issue	a	detainer.		But	this	form	does	not	describe	any	special	circumstances.	
2. No	requirement	that	the	jail	serve	a	copy	of	the	detainer	on	the	subject	in	order	for	it	to	be	valid.	
3. By	statute,	ICE	can	only	make	a	warrantless	arrest	(which	is	caused	by	a	detainer)	of	someone	who	is	likely	to	escape	before	a	

warrant	can	be	obtained.		However	this	form	does	not	indicate	anything	about	likelihood	of	escape.	

PEP	CATCHALL	DETAINER	FORM – I‐247X	

ICE	says	this	
form	should	not	
affect	bail	or	
other	custody	
decisions.		In	
practice,	
however,	courts	
and	jails	often	
use	detainers	
against	people.	

ICE	asserts	they	
have	probable	
cause,	but	there	is	
no	review	by	a	
judge	or	neutral	
magistrate	as	
required	by	the	
4th	Amendment.	

The	detainer	
only	requires	
service	on	the	
subject	if	it	
requests	a	48	
hour	hold,	but	
not	if	DHS	
requests	notice	
of	release.		And	
there	is	no	
language	
clarifying	that	
the	request	is	
not	valid	if	not	
served	on	the	
subject.	

There	is	no	
definition	of	
“important	
federal	interest”	
and	no	clear	
review	process	
for	issuing	a	
detainer	on	this	
basis.	

These	are	
basically	what	
ICE	does	now	if	
they	are	
investigating	
someone,	but	
they	are	not	
specific	facts	
amounting	to	
probable	cause.	
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Rather	than	
contacting	
DHS,	
detainees	
subject	to	an	
ICE	detainer	
should	
contact	an	
immigration	
lawyer	or	
their	public	
defender	for	
help.			

This	page	is	for	
the	local	jail	to	
provide	to	the	
detainee.		
However	it	is	
unclear	if	that	
means	that	the	
first	page,	
containing	DHS’s	
claims	about	the	
person,	would	
not	be	given	to	
them.		Without	
knowing	what	
allegations	DHS	
makes,	the	
detainee	has	no	
way	of	
challenging	
them.	


